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(Aristotle, Metaphysics, Book I, Part 1) 

Ea enim quae scribuntur tria habere decent, 

Utilitatem praesentem, 

Certum finem,  

Inexpugnabile fundamentum. 

(Hieronymus Cardanus) 
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Asociación por los Derechos Civiles

Rotterdam

Institute of Law & Economics

aequitas



AADI Asociación Argentina De Intérpretes (Argentinian 

Association of Performers) 

ADAMI Société de Gestion Collective des Droits des Interprètes 

(France)

AGADU Asociación General de Autores del Uruguay 

ALAI Association Litéraire et Artistique Internationale

ARGENTORES Sociedad General de Autores de la Argentina (Argentinian 

Society of Authors) 

ADC Asociación por los Derechos Civiles 

ASCAP American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers 

Berne Convention Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic 

Works

BIT Bilateral Investment Treaty

BT Bilateral Treaty

CADRA Centro de Administración de Derechos Reprográficos 

(Managing Centre for Reprographic Rights) 

CAPIF Cámara Argentina de Productores de Fonogramas y 

Videogramas (Argentinian Chamber of Phonographic and 

Videographic Producers) 

CARE Copyright Act Revised Edition (Singapore) 

CCIA Computer and Communications Industry Association 

CD Compact Disc 

CNDL Caisse Nationale Des Lettres (France)

Centre National du Livre (France)

CPI Consumer Price Index 

CRM Customer Relationship Management  

CTEA Copyright Term Extension Act 

DDoS Distributed Denial of Service

DMCA  Digital Millennium Copyright Act

DPP Domaine Public Payant 

DRM Digital Rights Management 



DSB Dispute Settlement Body (WTO) 

DSU Dispute Settlement Understanding (WTO) 

DVD Digital Video Disc

EU European Union 

FNA Fondo Nacional de las Artes (National Fund for the Arts)  

(Argentina) 

FTA Free Trade Agreement

GDD Gale Directory of Databases 

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

GRUR Gewerblicher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht

IIPA International Intellectual Property Alliance

IGT Interest Group Theory 

INCAA Instituto Nacional de Cine y Artes Audiovisuales 

(Argentina) (National Institute of Cinema and Audiovisual 

Arts)

INDEC Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Censos (Argentina) 

(National Institute of Statistics and Census) 

IP Intellectual Property

IPC  Intellectual Property Committee (US)

IPR  Intellectual Property Rights  

ISP  Internet Service Provider  

MOOC  Massive Open Online Course 

MPAA  Motion Picture Association of America (US) 

MPIA  Motion Picture Industry Association (US)

MSP  Music Service Providers

NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement

NGO  Non-Governmental Organization 

Paris Convention Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property 

PCT  Public Choice Theory  

PIPA Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and 

Theft of Intellectual Property Act (US)

PMA Post Mortem Auctoris  

PRODE PROnóstico DEportivo (Argentina) (Sports Lottery) 

PPD Paying Public Domain 



RIIA Recording Industry Association of America 

SACEM Société de Gestion Collective des Auteurs de la Musique 

(France)

SADAIC Sociedad Argentina de Autores y Compositores 

(Argentinian Society of Authors and Composers) 

SAVA Sociedad de Artistas Visuales Argentinos (Argentinian 

Society of Visual Artists)

SGDL Société des Gens de lettres (France)

SME Small and Medium Enterprise 

SRE Société Représentant les Écrivains (France)

SOPA Stop Online Piracy Act (US) 

TCE Traditional Cultural Expressions

TK Traditional Knowledge

TPM Technical Protection Measures 

TRIPS Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights  

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization  

USD United States Dollar  

VCR Video Cassette Recorder

WIPO World Intellectual Property Organization  

WTO World Trade Organization  

WTA Willingness to Accept 

WTP Willingness to Pay 

WW2 Second World War
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domaine public payant 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant rara avis

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

the domaine public payant

law-in-action

domaine public payant, 
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domaine public payant

dominio público pagante since 

1958



North-South divide

minimalist

maximalist
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domaine public payant. 

dominio público 

pagante 





new 

rhetoric

Heliaia

Statute of Queen Anne



the encouragement of learning

bonum commune communitatis

droit 

d’auteur



sweat of the brow doctrine

sweat of the brow doctrine

Feist Publications, Inc., v. Rural Telephone Service Co.

rule utilitarianism

felicific calculus the greatest good 

for the greatest number

wealth maximization

social planning theory

the construction of a just and attractive 

culture



social planning theory

Theory of Information Justice

Theory of Justice

monopoly privileges

monopoly privileges, 

monopoly privileges beni immateriali

immaterial goods

immaterial goods de iure privileges

Intellectual Privilege: Copyright, Common Law, 

and the Common Good

Mehrwert



The difference between these and other kinds of property rights is this: while ownership 

of material goods guides the user of scarce means to their most important uses, in the 

case of immaterial goods such as literary productions and technological inventions the 

ability to produce them is also limited, yet once they have come into existence, they can 

be indefinitely multiplied and can be made scarce only by law in order to create an 

inducement to produce such ideas. Yet it is not obvious that such forced scarcity is the 

most effective way to stimulate the human creative process.  I doubt whether there exists 

a single great work of literature which we would not possess had the author been unable 

to obtain an exclusive copyright for it; it seems to me that the case for copyright must 

rest almost entirely on the circumstance that such exceedingly useful works as 

encyclopaedias, dictionaries, textbooks and other works of reference could not be 

produced if, once they existed, they could freely be reproduced

Against Intellectual Monopoly

monopoly corrupts, absolute monopoly corrupts absolutely



scientific 

revolution

behavioural law and economics

nudge theory

backlash effect

endowment effect

creativity effect



intrinsic motivation

Copyright-Public Domain 

System

[t]he rule of decision in this case is a matter of great consequence to the country. In 

deciding it we must take care to guard against two extremes equally prejudicial; the one, 

that men of ability, who have employed their time for the service of the community, may 

not be deprived of their just merits, and the reward of their ingenuity and labour; the 

other, that the world may not be deprived of improvements, nor the progress of the arts 

be retarded

droit d’auteur,

droit d’auteur 

droit d’auteur 

droits moraux moral rights

res

extra commercium



droit moral

droit d’auteur

droit d’auteur 

droit d’auteur propriété littéraire

Glorious Revolution Bill of Rights

the terror

le Roi Soleil terror 

years

sacred

écrivain

ancien 

régime privilèges d’auteur et 



de librairie

loi droit d’auteur

“[l]a plus sacrée, la plus légitime, la plus inattaquable, et, si je puis parler ainsi, la plus 

personnelle de toutes les propriétés, est l’ouvrage fruit de la pensée d’un écrivain ; c’est 

une propriété d’un genre tout différent des autres propriétés. Lorsqu’un auteur fait 

imprimer un ouvrage ou représenter une pièce, il les livre au public, qui s’en empare 

quand ils sont bons, qui les lit, qui les apprend, qui les répète, qui s’en pénètre et qui en 

fait sa propriété.”

loi

Décret du 19 juillet 1793 relatif aux droits de propriété des auteurs 

d'écrits en tout genre, compositeurs de musique, peintres et dessinateurs; avec le rapport 

de Lanai

“[a]authors of writings of any kind, composers of music, painters and draughtsmen who 

shall cause paintings and drawings to be engraved, shall throughout their entire life 

enjoy the exclusive right to sell, authorize for sale and distribute their works in the 

territory of the Republic, and to transfer that property in full or in part” (Article 1) and 

“[t]heir heirs or transferees shall enjoy the same right for a period of ten years following 

the death of the author” (Article 2). 

droit d’auteur

droit 

d’auteur

droit d’auteur

droit d’auteur 

monoautopole .

droit d’auteur



majorats littéraires . droit 

d’auteur, 

.

droit d’auteur

Statute of Queen Anne

“An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by Vesting the Copies of Printed Books in 

the Authors or Purchasers of such Copies, during the Times therein mentioned.” 

Statute

“…and for the Encouragement of Learned Men to Compose and Write useful Books.” 

“To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to 

authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.” 

The enactment of copyright legislation by Congress under the terms of the Constitution 

is not based upon any natural right that the author has in his writings, for the Supreme 



Court has held that such rights as he has are purely statutory rights, but upon the ground 

that the welfare of the public will be served and progress of science and useful arts will 

promoted by securing to authors for limited periods the exclusive rights to their writings. 

The Constitution does not establish copyrights, but provides that Congress shall have the 

power to grant such rights if it thinks best. Not primarily for the benefit of the author, but 

primarily for the benefit of the public, such rights are given. Not that any particular class 

of citizens, however worthy, may benefit, but because the policy is believed to be for the 

benefit of the great body of people, in that it will stimulate writing and invention, to give 

some bonus to authors and inventors. In enacting a copyright law Congress must 

consider, as has been already stated, two questions: First, how much will the legislation 

stimulate  the producer and so benefit the public; and, second, how much will the 

monopoly granted be detrimental to the public. The granting of such exclusive rights, 

under the proper terms and conditions, confers a benefit upon the public that outweighs 

the evils of the temporary monopoly

The ultimate goal of copyright is to expand public knowledge and understanding, which 

copyright seeks to achieve by giving potential creators exclusive control over copying of 

their works, thus giving them a financial incentive to create informative, intellectually 

enriching works for public consumption. This objective is clearly reflected in the 

Constitution’s empowerment of Congress “To promote the Progress of Science (…) by 

securing for limited Times to Authors (…) the exclusive Right to their respective 

Writings.” Thus, while authors are undoubtedly important intended beneficiaries of 

copyright, the ultimate, primary intended beneficiary is the public, whose access to 

knowledge copyright seeks to advance by providing rewards for authorship Authors 

Guild v. Google, Inc., United Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

incentive paradigm



Information economic

The Simple Economics of Basic Scientific Research

Economic Welfare and the Allocation of Resources for Invention

property rights theory

commons 

Tragedy of the 

Commons

the commons

“There is, of course, no system of economic calculus which supports the contention that 

output of the type which monopoly induces is "preferable" to that which emerges from 

the different disposition of the same scarce productive resources resulting from the 

competitive bidding of the open market. One special weakness of copyright monopoly as 

an administrative device is the non-discriminatory nature of the encouragement it affords 

to ventures which are too risky to be embarked upon in a free market”

“To the economist who studies the statements of the case for and against the copyright 

system as we know it, there is no document more satisfying in its logic than the minority 

report in which Sir Louis Mallet, a member of the Royal Commission on Copyright of I 



876-8, stated the arguments against the continuance of the monopoly. His conclusion was 

that in the absence of copyright " it will always be in the power of the first publisher of a

work so to control the value, by a skilful adaptation of the supply to the demand, as to

avoid the risk of ruinous competition, and secure ample remuneration both to the author

and himself”

Cold 

War

If one does not know whether a system “as a whole” (in contrast to certain features of 

it) is good or bad, the safest “policy conclusion” is to “muddle through”—either with it, 

if one has long lived with it, or without it, if one has lived without it. If we did not have a 

patent system, it would be irresponsible, on the basis of our present knowledge of its 

economic consequences, to recommend instituting one. But since we have had a patent 

system for a long time, it would be irresponsible, on the basis of our present knowledge, 

to recommend abolishing it. This last statement refers to a country such as the United 

States of America—not to a small country and not a predominantly nonindustrial country, 

where a different weight of argument might well suggest another conclusion

muddle through

incentive theory of IPR

x ante



ius 

excludendi omnes alios



IPR (copyright law)-public domain system



post mortem auctoris

droit de courte citation



Nichomachean Ethics mesotes



copyright law-

public domain ut supra

Eldred v. Ashcroft

de lege ferenda

celestial jukebox

open access

ex lege



droit d’auteur

incentive theory of IPR



cumulative

public choice analysis of the origins of modern legislation

how did we arrive to the prevailing law



Today, most of what patents and copyrights are about is the protection of monopolies, not the 

encouragement of more rapid development [Omissis] Clearly, what has happened now is that an elaborate 

structure of law and rules has developed so that intellectual property rights systems are becoming 

unrecognisable compared to their original form and to their intent of promoting innovation

domaine public payant

book



Corpus Iuris Civilis

res corporales res incorporales

qua tangi non possunt res incorporales

res incorporales

failure

mores

litterae chartis cedunt 

accesorium sequitur principale

Aeneid Odes



Locatio conductio

extraordinario cognitio

The Eunuch

plagiarius

plagiarism 

furtum

actio furti

actio iniurarum

belles lettres
Mecenazgo Mécénat Mecenato Mecenatismo



artes quae sunt libero 

dignae ad honorem

liberti

mimesis

imitatio

imitatio



donum

res extra commercium

scientia donum Dei est, unde vendi non potest” 

. gratis accepistis, gratis date

Black Death

ora et labora, 



scriptorium

Ireland’s 12 

Apostles

in flagrante,



To every cow belongs its 

calf; to every book its child-book



After 1454 the invention of movable type caused output growth to accelerate even more. Whereas during 

the sixth and seventh centuries on average only about 120 books were produced annually in Western 

Europe, in the peak year of 1790 total production was more than 20 million books

creative 

destruction





homo mensura

signorie

privilegi

privilegi

privilegio

privilegio

privilegio

privilegi

privilegi

Privilegi



privilegi

Riformatori dello Studio di Padova Capi del Consiglio dei 

Dieci privilegio

privilegio

privilegio privilegi

accusatore

privilegio



privilegi

breve

motu proprio

privilegi

privilegio

privilegio

privilegi privilegi

privilegi

privilegio

privilegi

privilegi

privilegi

latae sententiae

mort civile



Accepimus Literas

imprimatur approbatio

privilegio Inter Multiples

De Super Impressione Librorum

Licet ab Initio Congregation for the 

Doctrine of the Faith

Congregrazione dell’Indice

Index Librorum Prohibitorum Index

nihil obstat imprimi potest imprimatur

Capi del Consiglio dei Dieci

Riformatori dello Studio di Padova

Esecutori contra la Bestemmia

Esecutori



merchants’ mark

Livery Companies

Worshipful Company of Stationers and Newspaper Makers

Stationer’s Company

stationarius

Stationer’s Company



Stationer's Company

Licensing Order

Stationer’s Company

Company

Company

Licensing Order Paradise Lost

Areopagitica Licensing Order

Licensing Act

Company

Licensing 

Act

Stationers’ Company

Company

Glorious Revolution Bill of Rights

Stationers’ Company

Company

Licensing Act



Stationers’ Company

Stationers

Stationers’ 

Pyrate Printer

Stationers’ Company

Company

Stationers’ Company

Statute of Anne

Statute

Statute

the author of any book or books already composed, and not printed and published, or that shall hereafter 

be composed, and his assignee or assigns, shall have the sole liberty of printing and reprinting such book 



and books for the term of fourteen years, to commence from the day of the first publishing the same, and 

no longer

Statute of Anne

Not until after the Statute of Anne did the modern idea of copyright as a right of the author develop

Statute copyright

the Encouragement of Learning Statute

An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by vesting the Copies of Printed Books in the Authors or 

purchasers of such Copies, during the Times therein mentioned

Statute

Statute

Statute



Engraving 

Copyright Act

The Bard

Statute



Statute

Statute

Bach v. 

Longman

Statute

Copyright 

Amendment Act Dramatic Copyright Act

music boxes

music box exception



“A theory which is not at least to some extent reflected in reality is worthless how evident the theory may 

appear

Act of Union

Hansestädte,

sub studio



de gust bus non disputandum est



a people of poets and 

thinkers

Gründerzeit

Land 

der Dichter und Denker

Special 301 

Report

Copyright Act



an Act for the encouragement of learning, by securing the copies of maps, charts, and 

books, to the authors and proprietors of such copies, during the times therein mentioned

authors and proprietors”

“[Omissis] That nothing in this act shall be construed to extend to prohibit the importation or vending, 

reprinting or publishing within the United States, of any map, chart, book or books, written, printed, or 

published by any person not a citizen of the United States, in foreign parts or places without the jurisdiction 

of the United States.” 

“Between 1790 and 1799, 13,000 titles were published in America, but only 556 copyright 

registrations were filed.  More than 95% of published work therefore fell immediately into the public 

domain—including, of course, 100% of foreign work. Our outrage at Chinese piracy 

notwithstanding, we should not forget that until 1891, foreign copyrights were not protected in 

America. We were born, in other words, a pirate nation” .

“the principal effect of this restriction was that books by British authors could be freely copied and 

disseminated in the U.S., which provided U.S. citizens and residents with a large quantity of reading 

material at cheap prices” .



Oliver 

Twist

Rip 

van Winkle Last of the Mohicans

The Raven



synthetic copyrights

democratised

Progress Clause



International Copyright Act

International Copyright Act

manufacturing clauses

clauses

US Copyright Act

national treatment clause

Berne Convention Implementation Act



Foreign Reprints Act

Foreign Reprints Act

responsible government

blessing



Public Choice Theory

The Calculus of Consent

homo 

politicus homo oeconomicus

disenchanted

Interest Group Theory

interest groups

Interest groups



Interest Group Theory

Interest groups

volonté générale

lobbies

erga omnes

Rechtsakt 

inter partes 

usucapio

ipso iure

Interest Group Theory





amici curia

amicus curiae briefs provide a rough clue to interest-group activity



stare decisis jurisprudence 

constante

Wealth of Nations

“People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and diversion, but the conversation

ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices. It is impossible indeed to 

prevent such meetings, by any law which either could be executed, or would be consistent with liberty or 

justice. But though the law cannot hinder people of the same trade from sometimes assembling together, it 

ought to do nothing to facilitate such assemblies; much less to render them necessary” .

Motion Picture Association of America

Recording Industry 

Association of America



Simon and 

Schuste Harper-Collins Random House Macmillan The Penguin Group

Hachette

Association of American 

Publishers Author’s Guild

Google Book Project

Association of 

American Publishers Author’s Guild, 

Google Search

Author’s Guilds

The Authors Guild, Inc. v. Google, Inc

Association of American Publishers The Authors Guild Inc., et al. v. Google, Inc

massive copyright infringement”.

First Settlement Agreement

Amended Settlement Agreement



Author’s Guild Association of American Publishers

Author’s Guild

Association of American Publishers

Google Book Google Book

Google Book

Google Book

Statute of Anne

Statute

Stationers Company Statute



common law copyright

Common law copyright 

Battle of the Booksellers Donaldson v. Becket

Battle

common law copyright

Donaldson v. Becket

Copyright Amendment Act

remaining

post mortem auctoris

Copyright Amendment Act

post mortem auctoris. 

floor



Copyright is monopoly, and produces all the effects which the general voice of mankind 

attributes to monopoly [Omissis] It is good that authors should be remunerated; and the 

least exceptionable way of remunerating them is by a monopoly. Yet monopoly is an evil. 

For the sake of the good we must submit to the evil; but the evil ought not to last a day 

longer than is necessary for the purpose of securing the good

who benefits?

Pro Roscio Amerino

cui bono? 

cui prodest? Mutatis mutandis



post mortem auctoris

post mortem auctoris

post mortem auctoris

post mortem auctoris

TRIPS plus



post mortem auctoris



post mortem auctoris

post mortem auctoris

post mortem

post mortem auctoris

About A Boy

post mortem auctoris

cui bono?



infinitely renewable copyright

Copyright Term Extension Act

post mortem 

auctoris post mortem auctoris



Steamboat Willie

Steamboat Willie

Mickey Mouse Protection Act

Steamboat Willie Steamboat Bill 

Jr. Steamboat Willie

Mickey Mouse Curve

Steamboat Willie

Willie



post mortem auctoris

Progress Clause 

limited times



thema decidendum

Progress Clause

To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to 

authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries

Free Software Foundation Intellectual Property Law Professors

concerned about the role 

of government in promoting economic progress

It is highly unlikely that the economic benefits from copyright extension under the

CTEA outweigh the costs”



the Act provides at most a very small benefit to 

innovation

life post 

mortem auctoris

life post 

mortem auctoris

The additional compensation provided by the CTEA amounts to a 0.33% increase in 

present-value payments to the author, compared to compensation without the twenty-year 

term extension

life post mortem auctoris



windfall

the CTEA increases the social cost of monopoly

2) “The Act reduces innovation by restricting the production of new creative works that 

make use of existing materials

omparing the main economic benefits and costs of the CTEA, it is difficult to 

understand term extension for both existing and new works as an efficiency-enhancing 

measure. Term extension in existing works provides no additional incentive to create new 

works and imposes several kinds of additional costs. Term extension for new works 

induces new costs and benefits that are too small in present-value terms to have much 

economic effect. As a policy to promote consumer welfare, the CTEA fares even worse, 

given the large transfer of resources from consumers to copyright holders

Eldred v. 

Ascroft (01-618) 537 U.S. 186 239 F.3d 372, affirmed, U.S.S. Court

Progress Clause time



post mortem auctoris

post mortem auctoris

mea culpa

Mickey 

Mouse Curve

droit voisins du droit d’auteur



Rome Convention 

for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting 

Organizations

ad hoc

Institute for Information Law

Eldred v. Ascroft



post mortem auctoris post mortem auctoris

article 5 bis

IP Watchlist



droit de courte citation

Knowledge diplomacy



International Intellectual Property 

Alliance Association of American 

Publishers Business Software Alliance Entertainment Software Association

Independent Film & Television Alliance Motion Picture Association of America

National Music Publishers' Association Recording Industry Association of 

America

Intellectual Property Committee



twelve corporations made public law 

for the world

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual

Property Rights

Dispute Settlement Understanding



modus 

operandi

onus 

single undertaking rule

blueprint copying idea diffusion

Asian Tigers

developmental state



TRIPS and public health

teeth



realpolitik

power is everywhere





o ur markets, our democracy, our science, our traditions of free 

speech, and our art all depend more heavily on a Public Domain of freely available 

material than they do on the informational material that is covered by property rights.

The Public Domain is not some gummy residue left behind when all the good stuff has 

been covered by property law. The public domain is the place where we quarry the 

building blocks of our culture

ex nihilo

tabula rasa

Contribution to the Definition of a Positive Agenda for the Public Domain,
“The Public Domain deserves a positive recognition to better identify works and usages which are 

available for creators and users to build upon. It should not be defined as a mere non "Intellectual 



Property" protection zone. This would be consistent with the history of “Intellectual Property”, which used 

to consider the Public Domain as the rule and copyright as the exception, as a temporary and limited 

monopoly of exploitation. This crucial balance should be clearly reintroduced within the copyright 

regulatory framework” ;

Rapport Lescure
“Renforcer la protection du domaine public dans l’univers numérique: établir dans le code de la propriété

intellectuelle une définition positive du domaine public; indiquer que les reproductions fidèles d’œuvres du 

domaine public appartiennent aussi au domaine public, et affirmer la prééminence du domaine public sur 

les droits connexes”

is the wealth of information that is free from the barriers to access or reuse usually 

associated with copyright protection, either because it is free from any copyright 

protection or because the right holders have decided to remove these barriers

the European Thematic Network of Scholars on

the Digital Public Domain

structural public domain voluntary commons and 

user prerogatives .



original public 

domain

scènes à faire

subsequent public domain

copyleft

Creative Commons

attribution

some rights reserved”; 



“all rights reserved” Creative Commons



Gyles v. Wilcox

Statute of Anne Statute

true

abridgements coloured shortenings

Coloured shortenings

Gyles v. Wilcox



Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, 

Inc., 464 U.S. 417

time shifting

numerus clausus



res judicata an

ignorantia iuris non excusat

Crown Copyright

Open Government Licenses, Crown 

Copyright

domaine public payant

in se.

The presence of a robust public domain is an essential precondition for cultural, social 

and economic development and for a healthy democratic process



domain public

payant

Value of the Public Domain = User's Value – Costs





“Audiobooks made from public domain bestsellers (1913–22) are significantly more 

available than those made from copyrighted bestsellers (1923–32). In addition, the 

experimental evidence suggests that professionally made recordings of public domain 

and copyrighted books are of similar quality. Finally, while a low quality recording 

seems to lower a listener’s valuation of the underlying work, the data do not suggest any 

correlation between that valuation and the legal status of the underlying work” 

.

“There seems little reason to fear that once works fall into the public domain, their value 

will be substantially reduced by the amount or manner of their use. Although there may 

be costs associated with movement into the public domain, allowing open access to public 

domain works will yield considerable benefits. These benefits should dramatically 

outweigh the costs” 

“Firms and individuals are increasingly injecting information into the public domain 

with the explicit goal of preempting or undermining the potential property rights of 

economic adversaries. Biotechnology firms invest millions of dollars in public domain 

gene sequence databases, to prevent hold-ups by firms with patents on short gene 

sequences. Major software firms fight entrenched rivals by investing millions of dollars, 

contributing to open source operating systems.  In both cases, property-preempting 

investments (PPI's) are made to offset the effects of competitors' property rights. 

Individuals and nonprofits are joining in too, with initiatives such as the Creative 

Commons project” .



fair use economy

Computer and Communications Industry Association (CCIA)

fair use industries

The economic contribution of EU 

industries relying on exceptions and limitations to copyright



EU 

exceptions and limitations economy

the economic 

value of fair use in copyright law: counterfactual impact analysis of fair use policy on 

private copying technology and copyright markets in Singapore

Copyright Act Revised 

Edition (CARE)

Fair dealing in relation to works



t he counterfactual impact analysis of fair use amendments in Singapore undertaken 

here demonstrates that flexible fair use policy positively influences growth rates in 

private copying technology industries. In 2010, five years after the policy intervention, 

Singapore's fair use amendments are correlated with a 3.33% increase in value-added 

(as % of GDP) for private copying technology industries. Prior to the amendment of fair 

use policies, private copying technology industries experienced - 1.97% average annual 

growth. After the changes were introduced, the same industries enjoyed a 10.18% 

average annual growth rate. This resulted in a total increase of € 2.27 billion in value-

added for private copying technology industries in that period. The results show that, 

prior to fair use amendments, the private copying industries in Singapore were in 

recession. After fair use amendments, this group experienced a rapid increase in growth 

rates and continued to exhibit strong growth over the five year period

fair dealing economy

copyright economy

The counterfactual impact analysis results in Singapore indicate that the growth of 

private copying technologies has had a negligible impact on copyright industry revenue. 

For 20r use policy was correlated with a -0.23% reduction in value-added (as % of GDP) 

for copyright industries. The copyright group enjoyed an average growth rate of 14.16% 

before the amendments were introduced (a total increase of over € 274 million in value-

added). This slowed to 6.68% for the period after the amendments were introduced and 

resulted in a total increase of over € 158 million in value-added. There was no significant 

change in growth rates for the copyright group before and after fair use amendments 

when measured in terms of real economic growth (value added as % of GDP). While 

growth certainly slowed down in absolute terms, the industry group nevertheless 

continued to grow after the intervention. Moreover, the magnitude of the change was 

minimal in comparison to the private copying group



Grey Tuesday Danger Mouse

Grey Album White Album Black 

Album

Danger Mouse

White Album

Grey Album

Grey Album

Grey 

Album

Internet Blackout Internet Strike

Stop Online Piracy Act

Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual 

Property Act

Theory of Collective Action



cánon digital digital fee

digital fee



digital fee Anonymous



Teatro Colón 

bel canto

Teatro Colón 

rectius

domaine public payant

domaine public payant paying public domain, dominio 

pubblico pagante dominio público pagante domínio público 

oneroso Urhebernachfolgevergütung 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant



dominio público pagante

domaine public 

payant

domaine public payant

contradictio in terminis

domaine public payant

domaine public payant .

“The Domaine Public Payant is a system by which a user of materials in the public 

domain is required to pay a compulsory license fee in order to reproduce or publicly 

communicate the work, despite its status in the public domain 

u nder a system of domaine public payant, or “paying public domain,” a fee is imposed 

for the use of works in the public domain.  Generally, the system works like a compulsory 

license: the use is conditioned on payment of the prescribed fee but not upon the securing 

of a prior authorization.  The public domain to which such a regime applies is usually 

only composed of works the copyright of which has expired (except in countries applying 

it to expressions of folklore, as further detailed below).  In some countries, only the 

commercial or for-profit exploitation of public domain material is subject to payment



Algeria, Kenya, Rwanda, Senegal, Republic of the Congo, Côte d’Ivoire and Paraguay. 

The pre-eminence of African countries can be explained by the Bangui Agreement of the 

OAPI and its Annex on literary and artistic property that provides for such a regime for 

the exploitation of expressions of folklore and works or productions that have fallen into 

the public domain

Committee of Non

Governmental Experts on the Domaine Public Payant

domaine public 

payant United Nations 

Education, Science and Culture domaine public payant



domaine public payant

“In the EU the duration of copyright is (since the formal acceptance of the EC Directive on the 

harmonisation of duration of copyright protection (O.J. 1993, L 290/9) 70 years after the death of the 

author. The issue of whether or not the concept of a "domaine public payant" should be introduced, is, 

however part of a challenging legal debate to which no easy or straight forward answer can be given. The 

scope of the study is therefore to analyse whether, in theory, it is feasible to provide a degree of sustenance 

for living authors in the EU through the introduction of the concept of "domaine public payant". In other 

words, the main question which this legal study addresses is the relevance and acceptability of a legal 

theory for granting financial support to living authors where such finances are derived from the economic 

benefits of literary works which have fallen into the public domain” .

domaine public payant

domaine public 

payant

“Dietz, who situates the domaine public pay ant in the field of copyright, also argues that there is nothing 

in the international copyright treaties which specifically prevents the introduction of a system of domaine 

public payant protecting the rights of the community of living authors. International copyright treaties 

merely lay down minimum standards and norms and States may, while still complying with those treaties, 

introduce more rigorous standards which would extend protection similar to or akin to copyright to the 

community of living authors. Regardless of the legal nature of the system of domaine public payant there 

thus does not appear to be an incompatibility with international law.” (Inge Govaere & Sheena, 1996)

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

Development 

Agenda



“No existing international conventions impose domaine public payant, although amendments to include 

domaine public payant protection have been suggested by UNESCO to both the U.C.C. and Berne 

Conventions. International draft documents, like the Tunis Model Law on Copyright, have encouraged the 

implementation of domaine public payant to help developing countries fund copyright systems, stimulate 

creative activities, and preserve their rich cultural heritages. One scholarly commentator has even offered 

domaine public payant as a solution for the copyright duration problems facing the European Economic 

Community as it consolidates.” 

domaine public payant

Google Trends

domaine public payant

dominio público 

pagante

Hmm, your search doesn't have enough data to show here. Please make sure everything 

is spelled correctly, or try a more general term. 

domaine public payant

commons of the mind

We speak of a commons as if it is only a tragedy; we recall the public domain as if it 

were simply an echo from some romantic past; we embrace, (…), the idea that the whole 

world is best managed when divided among private owners, and we proceed to divide the 

world among private owners. Most Americans agree with the Walt Disney Corporation 

that Mickey Mouse is Disney’s now and forever; they don’t even notice the irony then 

when Disney can make millions off of Victor Hugo’s creation, the Hunch Back of Notre 

Dame, or Sergei Prokofiev or Pocahontas. So invisible is public domain that we don’t 

even see it when it is everywhere around; so invisible is the idea that the free might matter 

to creativity, that when it is enclosed, we are convinced this is progress



Public Domain Commission

domaine public payant 

A domaine public payant (literally "paying public domain") could also be established 

to collect funds to compensate holders of traditional knowledge. [omissis], however, the 

main difficulty would be identifying the proper rightsholders and the uses to cover, 

especially in light of the importance of public domain principles. A domaine public 

payant solution would, at least in the eyes of certain groups of users, take the form of a 

"tax," which may be politically difficult to establish in certain countries, particularly the 

United States

domaine public payant 

“The idea of the domaine public payant can be envisaged as a way to fund the 

preservation of public domain works by sharing the burden of financing the public 

availability of public domain works, namely by digital libraries, with the commercial 

exploiters thereof.  It could therefore enhance the preservation and availability of the 

public domain, particularly in providing incentives to digitize public domain material” 

.

Google Books Gutenberg Project

Google’s Gutenberg Project’s



domaine public payant 

dominio público pagante

domaine 

public payant 

dominio público pagante. 

A special and prominent place must be given in this study to the establishment, in February 1958, of a 

complete system for the application in Argentina of the institution known as ‘payment for the use of works 

in the public domain’ (domaine public payant), in view of its institutional implications of profound socio-

cultural content, its sophisticated legal and conceptual elaboration and the considerable sense of pride in 

it felt by the Argentine legislator, who has surpassed all experiments in any similar field

domaine 

public payant. 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant



domaine public payant. 

domaine public payant

domain d’état

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

dominio público pagante

Max Planck Institut

domaine public payant

“The distinction which is essential for the qualification of domaine public payant relating to the law has to 

be made according to the financial source from which the means for the help can be gained. The financial 

source in the first place can be a tax or another tribute, which has to be paid for the enjoyment or the 

professional use of a work of literature [or] art. In principle the legislature is free to impose taxes on any 

feasible enjoyment or professional use of such a work” 

.

domaine public payant

unfair competition



domaine public payant 

domaine public payant

dirigisme intellectuel

dominio público pagante

“Une logique similaire gouverne le cas où la production du patrimoine culturel est tombée dans le domaine 

public, c'est-à-dire l'hypothèse où la période de protection par le droit d’auteur est arrivée à son terme. 

Dans ce cas qui concerne également au premier chef le patrimoine culturel, l'article 39, alinéa 2 de la loi 

2000 subordonne l'exploitation de l'œuvre à une déclaration préalable adressée au Ministre en charge de 

la Culture et au paiement d'une redevance dont le montant est fixé par l'article 8 du décret d'application à  

la moitié de celle qui était habituellement versée” .

post 

mortem auctoris the domaine public payant

dominio público pagante

Caisse National des Lettres domaine public 



payant Caisse domaine public payant

The extension of the copyright protection term from 50 to 70 years after the death of the author is thought 

as a partial compensation for the cancellation of the regulations about the domaine public payant. 

However, one must keep in mind that such a compensation can only be achieved to a very limited extent. 

The social purposes aimed at by the domaine pubic payant, to support needy authors and their relatives, 

and the promotion of promising authors, cannot be achieved by an extension of the term of protection. The 

benefits of the extension of the term of protection only affects the heirs of deceased authors and the 

exploiters of their works. Therefore the idea of a domaine public payant for achieving its commendable 

purposes must be further promoted” 

.

dominio 

público pagante

domaine public payant

When the State imposes a charge on foreign works that have fallen into the public domain, it is 

not necessarily claiming to be the owner of the work or the author's heir, but is exercising a

prerogative over the purely economic content of certain activities within its jurisdiction: 

publication of a book, performance of a work, broadcasting by radio or television, etc

domaine public payants



As the personal link between the author and his work is irrelevant for the purpose of domaine 

public payant, which is a major distinction with copyright, there is no valid reason to distinguish 

between national and foreign works.

dominio público pagante

dominio público pagante

domaine public payant

efficiency

Any limitation in time would affect the unity of the institution, and also its efficiency. If a quantity of works 

were in the free public domain, they would automatically compete with works in the domaine public payant; 

furthermore, on what criterion would a limitation in time be based- fifty years past, a hundred years? Why 

include Balzac and exclude Shakespeare?

domaine public payant



domaine public payant

domaine public 

payant

Fondo Nacional de las Artes

Consejo Nacional de Derecho de Autor

right of the community of authors

droit de suite right to follow

droit de suite

on the resale right for the benefit of the author of an original work 

of art droit de suite

domaine public payant droit the 

suite



domaine public payant droit the suite 

droit the suite

domaine public payant droit de suite

droit de suite 

droit de suite

domaine public payant

Consejo Nacional de Autor

droit de suite

domaine public payant

tax farming

publicans

Fondo Nacional de las Artes

domaine public payant 

.

domaine public payant

unfair competition



unfair competition

Fondo Nacional de las Artes

domaine public payant, 

“Lipszyc argues that the fees levied on works in the public domain pursuant to a system of domaine public 

payant should be equal to and not less than those levied on works pursuant to copyright as otherwise works 

in the public domain would compete unfairly with works subject to the payment of copyright royalties. This 

argument can hardly be accepted for even if it were the purpose of the domaine public payant to eliminate 

"unfair competition" between protected and unprotected works, which it is not, it could not possibly achieve 

that result. (Omissis) Instead of focusing on the elimination of such alleged unfair competition prevailing 

in the market, it seems more appropriate to take into account the public interest in having works available 

at a reasonable cost. In this respect, the ceiling established by certain participants to the UNESCO/WIPO 

Committee of non-governmental experts on the domaine public payant seems to be acceptable. They held 

that the fees levied under the domaine public payant should not be more than 50% of the royalties obtained 

under copyright.” 

domaine public 

payant

domaine public payant 



domaine public payant

Caisse Nationale des Lettres

dominio público pagante

diritto demaniale

domaine public payant

écrivains

Société des gens de lettres

invent

domaine public payant

La propriété littéraire et le domaine public payant

paying public domain

Congrès Littéraire International

international 



copyright

post mortem auctoris

post mortem auctoris

domaine public payant

redevance perpetuelle

redevance perpetuelle

je veux que la loi soit absolument juste. Je veux même qu’elle incline plutôt 

en faveur du domaine public que des héritiers. [Omissis] Ce droit [the right of the heirs], 

messieurs, ne l’oubliez pas, doit être très modéré, car il faut que jamais le droit de 

l’héritier ne puisse être une entrave au droit du domaine public, une entrave à la di usion 

des livres. [Omissis]". "1º Il n’y a que deux 

intéressés véritables: l’écrivain et la société; l’intérêt de l’héritier, quoique très 

respectable, doit passer après. 2° L’intérêt de l’héritier doit être sauvegardé, mais dans 



des conditions tellement modérées que, dans aucun cas, cet intérêt ne passe avant 

l’intérêt social

domaine public 

payant domaine public payant

droit d’auteur post mortem auctoris

dominio público pagante

post mortem auctoris

heirs of the blood heirs of the spirit

“L’héritier du sang est l’héritier du sang. L’écrivain, en tant qu’écrivain, n’a qu’un 

héritier, c’est l’héritier de l’esprit, c’est l’esprit humain, c’est le domaine public” 

droit d’auteur post mortem 

auctoris



“La loi peut [Omissis] accorder à l’auteur, par exemple, au maximum cinquante ans. Je 

crois qu’il n’y a pas d’auteur qui ne se contente d’une possession de cinquante ans” 

droit d’auteur

redevance perpetuelle

héritier direct

redevance 

domaine public payant

droit d’auteur 

vous rien de plus beau que ceci: toutes les œuvres qui n’ont plus d’héritiers 

directs tombent dans le domaine public payant, et le produit sert à encourager, à vivi er, 

à féconder les jeunes esprits! [Omissis] Nous sommes tous une famille, les morts 

appartiennent aux vivants, les vivants doivent être protégés par les morts. Quelle plus 

belle protection pourriez-vous souhaiter?

droit d’auteur domaine public payant

les écrivains domaine public payant



domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine 

public payant

domaine public payant 

traditional knowledge

domaine public payant 

the operation of such a system may constitute an impediment to the free use of 

public domain works. The extent of such interference depends, at least in part, on the 

level of the fees. The system has been proposed as a model to protect TCEs, directed at 

indigenous arts councils, for the nurturing of traditional works by providing monetary 

compensation for indigenous communities. The idea was investigated in the early 1980’s 

by WIPO and UNESCO.  Some developing countries actually apply the system to 

exploitation of folklore material. However, the effectiveness of such a system has not 

really been assessed and the extent to which it can protect traditional works has been 

questioned. Indeed, the administration and collection of such fees can be a great burden 

for collective societies, particularly in developing countries. What is more, it has been 

contended that it would not be a satisfactory solution for communities whose priority is 



control over their TK and TCEs rather than remuneration

domaine public payant,

Scoping Study on 

Copyright and Related Rights and the Public Domain

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

Scoping Study on Copyright and Related Rights and the Public 

Domain

dominio público pagante

domaine public 

payant



domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

Art. 58: (2) La utilización bajo cualquier forma o procedimiento de obras del Patrimonio Nacional y del 
dominio público será libre, pero quien lo haga comercialmente, pagará al Estado, de acuerdo con lo 
establecido en los reglamentos, una participación cuyo monto no será menor del diez por ciento (10%) y 
no mayor del cincuenta por ciento (50%) que el que se pague a los autores o sus causahabientes por 
utilización de obras similares sujetas al régimen privado de protección. (3) Los montos recaudados por 
concepto de utilización de obras del Patrimonio Nacional, se aplicarán únicamente al fomento y difusión 
de los valores culturales del país.



domaine public payant

Scoping Study on Copyright and Related Rights and 

the Public Domain

Law on the Protection of Intellectual 

Property domaine public payant



domaine public payant

Loi de droit d’auteur au Sénégal Quatrième Partie, Folklore et domaine public payant ; Art.157. 
Exploitation du folklore et d'œuvres du domaine public. 1. L'exploitation du folklore ou d'œuvres inspirées 
du folklore, ainsi que celle des oeuvres tombées dans le domaine public à l'expiration des délais prévus par 
les articles 51 à 55, donnent lieu à déclaration auprès de la société de gestion collective agréée à cette fin, 
et au paiement d'une redevance. 2. Le taux de la redevance est fixé par le Ministre chargé de la Culture. Il 
ne peut excéder 50% du taux des rémunérations habituellement allouées aux auteurs d'après les contrats 
ou usages en vigueur. Art.158. Affectation du produit de la redevance. -1. Les sommes provenant de la 
redevance prévue à l'alinéa précédent sont réparties ainsi: a) Collecte sans arrangement ni apport 
personnel: 50% à la personne ayant réalisé la collecte, 50% à la société de gestion collective agréée; b) 
Collecte avec arrangement ou adaptation: 75% à l'auteur, 25% à la société de gestion collective agréée. 
2. Les sommes revenant à la société de gestion collective sont consacrées à des fins sociales et culturelles.



domaine public payant

domaine public payant

Consejo de los Derechos de Autor National Copyright Council

Consejo 

Asociación General de Autores del Uruguay

Creative Commons Uruguay Consejo 

droit de suite

Article 42: Cuando una obra caiga en el dominio público cualquier persona podrá explotarla con 
sujeción a las siguientes limitaciones: a) Deberá sujetarse a las tarifas que fije el Consejo de los Derechos 
de Autor. El Poder Ejecutivo, en la reglamentación de la ley, velará para que las tarifas que se adopten 
sean moderadas y generales para cada categoría de obras; b) La publicación, ejecución, difusión, 
reproducción, etc., deberá ser hecha con fidelidad. El Consejo de los Derechos de Autor velará por la 
observación de esta disposición sin perjuicio de lo establecido en el artículo siguiente.



domaine public payant droit de 

suite 

principle of legality 

domain public payant

domínio público remunerado

Conselho Nacional de Direito Autoral

domínio 

público remunerado

Conselho

domínio público remunerado

Art. 93: A utilização, por qualquer forma ou processo que não seja livre, das obras intelectuais 
pertencentes ao domínio público depende de autorização do Conselho Nacional de Direito Autoral.  Se a 
utilização visar a lucro, deverá ser recolhida ao Conselho Nacional de Direito Autoral importância 
correspondente a cinquenta por cento da que caberia ao autor da obra, salvo se se destinar a fins didáticos, 
caso em que essa percentagem se reduzirá a dez por cento.



“Entre 1973 e 1983 vigorou no Brasil um sistema, ainda existente em alguns países do mundo, 

chamado de dominio público remunerado, ou domínio público (...)  Desapareceu em virtude de forte 

pressão da industria editorial e de difusão, inconformada com esse pagamento”

domaine public payant



Caisse Nationale des Lettres

domaine public payant

Caisse 

domaine 

public payant Conseil de la République

The Conseil felt that because the public domain generally begins fifty years after the 

death of the author, very few books will be profitable; secondly, when a book is published 

such a long time after the author's death, it is very often a scholarly or school book. 

Furthermore, the paying domain is not desirable because the authors in the public 

domain are often the best ones; the public domain would be a tax paid by the reader of 

good literature and would be unfair, if not unjust

Caisse domaine public payant

Code de la Propriété 

Intellectuelle domaine public payant

droit d’auteur

domaine public payant

Urhebernachfolgevergütung



Regierungsentwurf

Following resolution 14/1994. (II. 10) AB, instead of a decree in a statute, it regulated 

legal institutions of "right to follow" (droit de suite) and "paying public domain" 

(domaine public payant) important in terms of fine arts and applied arts .

post mortem auctoris

dominio pubblico oneroso

post mortem auctoris

diritto demaniale

tangente

diritto demaniale



dominio público 

remunerado

North American Free Trade Agreement

dominio 

público remunerado

dominio público remunerado

Cámara de Diputados

dominio público remunerado

Decreto que reforma, adiciona y deroga disposiciones de diversas leyes relacionadas con el Tratado de 
Libre Comercio de América del Norte, presentada por el Ejecutivo federal el martes 25 de noviembre de 
1993 (in relation to the Ley Federal de Derecho de Autor): [Omissis] en aras equilibrio entre los 
autores y los usuarios, conviene también considerar la derogación del régimen de dominio público pagante 
que consiste en entregar a la Secretaría de Educación Pública un 2% del ingreso total que produzca la 
explotación de obras del dominio público.  En la actualidad muy pocos países mantienen un régimen de 
dominio público pagante ya que el límite temporal de los derechos patrimoniales de autor tiene por objeto 
promover la difusión de la cultura y pagar por el uso de obras intelectuales o artísticas cuyos derechos 
patrimoniales ya se extinguieron dificulta la circulación de la obra y las encarece. El pago al Estado en 
ese caso, se constituye en un verdadero impuesto. Por otra parte, para que la explotación de 
obras del dominio público fuese debidamente supervisada y cobrada se requeriría de una infraestructura 
que, para ser eficiente, necesitaría en sí misma recursos mayores a los que se proyecta podrían recaudarse.



In some national laws there are systems under which payment is made (usually to a 
fund for cultural purposes) in respect of the use of works and productions after the 
period of protection by copyright or related rights has expired. An example is 
provided by the Polish Law on Author’s Right and Related Rights establishing the 
Fund for Promotion of Creation, into which payments from levies on public domain 
material are made (articles 40, 111–114) 

domaine public payant



domaine public payant

Conseil Économique et Social

domaine public payant

L’autre LIVRE

pourcentage de droit17

L’autre LIVRE, 

LeMOTif

domaine public payant
droit derecho



Zelnick Rapport

domaine public payant Société de Gestion collective des Droits 

des Interprètes

Société Représentant les Écrivains

Société 

de Gestion Collective des Auteurs de la Musique

domaine public payant

domain public payant

domaine public payant

Urhebernachfolgevergütung

Bundestags-Drucksacke IV/270

Urhebernachfolgevergütung 

domaine public payant

GRUR Urhebernachfolgevergütung

domaine public

payant Urhebernachfolgevergütung,

right of the community of authors,



right of the community of authors

performers

“[omissis] to create a "community right of authors and performers" which will allow 

funds to be collected from public domain works and performances, and given to living 

artists in support of their work. The proposal and its long pedigree - dating from German 

government proposals of 1962 Its economic justification lies in the simple idea that more 

money from the "copyright cake" should directly favour the living generation of authors 

(and performers),... in the form of grants for young authors and performers, in the form 

of financing complementary old age and pensions systems, and partly in financing less 

profitable, but highly cultural editions, communications to the public and other events.... 

[A]uthors are indeed members of an (in legal terms: fictive) artistic community (past and

present). That could mean that authors whose works are successful only long after their

death, by way of a general (once more: fictive) testament, contribute to financing and

developing the creativity of living authors who are, to a certain degree, paid in advance

and will on their own pay back such credits by later income from their works long after

their own death. This is what Hubmann, a fierce defender of paying public domain, called 

the revolving system of authors' remuneration” .

Association Litéraire et

Artistique Internationale

Domaine Public Payant and alternatives

Different Systems of Domaine 

Public Payant - General Report A Modern Concept for 

the Right of the Community of Authors and Performers - Paying Public Domain



dominio público pagante

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant Scoping Study on Copyright and Related 

Rights and the Public Domain

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant 



domaine public payant) 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

domaine public 

payant 

Law & Finance

domaine public 

payant exception culturelle



Development Agenda

Permanent Committee on Development 

and Intellectual Property Agenda

Agenda

Agenda

Development Agenda

Agenda setting, flexibilities, public policy and public 

domain Consider the preservation of the 

public domain within WIPO’s normative processes and deepen the analysis of the 

implications and benefits of a rich and accessible public domain

To promote norm-setting activities related to IP that support 

a robust public domain in WIPO’s Member States, including the possibility of preparing 

guidelines which could assist interested Member States in identifying subject matters that 

have fallen into the public domain within their respective jurisdictions

a rich and accessible public domain a robust

public domain



domaine public payant rich, 

accessible and robust public domain

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

Development Agenda

domaine public payant

Development Agenda

a Development Agenda rich 

and accessible public domain domaine public 

payant 

domaine public payant

domaine public 

payant 

domaine public payant 



domaine public payant 

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant 



domaine public payant

domaine 

public payant domaine public 

domaine public payant 

in dubio pro operario 



pro consumatore

domaine public payant.

That our financial regime does not have an organization that because of its purpose and specific structure 

arbitrate the economic means for the promotion of national artistic activities in general, including those 

with an industrial sense, placed in commerce and cultural media; That it is, therefore, necessary to create 

a financial system that contemplates the required assistance, establishing at the same time the means to be 

used to materialize it and the resources that will be applied to said purposes

National Bank for the arts

a bank for artists; a bank without accounts or complex tools, an entity that helps without profiting 

(como un banco para artistas; un banco sin cuentas ni herramientas complejas, una entidad que ayuda sin 

lucrar)

bank



raison d’être domaine public payant

.

domaine public payant public bank

domaine public payant

dominio público 

pagante



vis-à-vis

domaine public payant
“… levelling device to ensure that works protected by copyright can compete economically with those in 

the public domain” .

industrial 

property

the legal protection of 

the competitor

Paris Convention contrary to honest 

practices in industrial or commercial matters…

confusion by any means whatever with the establishment, 

the goods, or the industrial or commercial activities, of a competitor false allegations in 

the course of trade of such a nature as to discredit the establishment, the goods, or the 

industrial or commercial activities, of a competitor liable to mislead the public as to the 

nature, the manufacturing process, the characteristics, the suitability for their purpose, 

or the quantity, of the goods

effective protection against unfair competition

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (1979 version). Article 10bis (Unfair Competition). (1)
The countries of the Union are bound to assure to nationals of such countries effective protection against unfair 
competition. (2) Any act of competition contrary to honest practices in industrial or commercial matters constitutes an 
act of unfair competition. (3) The following in particular shall be prohibited: (i) all acts of such a nature as to create 
confusion by any means whatever with the establishment, the goods, or the industrial or commercial activities, of a 
competitor; (ii) false allegations in the course of trade of such a nature as to discredit the establishment, the goods, or 
the industrial or commercial activities, of a competitor; (iii) indications or allegations the use of which in the course 
of trade is liable to mislead the public as to the nature, the manufacturing process, the characteristics, the suitability 
for their purpose, or the quantity, of the goods.



contrary to honest practices create confusion by any means whatever 

with the establishment, the goods, or the industrial or commercial activities, of a 

competitor false allegations in the course of trade of such a nature as 

to discredit the establishment, the goods, or the industrial or commercial activities, of a 

competitor liable to mislead the public as to the nature, the manufacturing process, 

the characteristics, the suitability for their purpose, or the quantity, of the goods

sui generi
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payant.



ius excludendi

domaine public payant

domaine public 

payant

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant

domaine public 

payant 

ex nihilo, nihil

domaine public payant 



domaine 

public payant is 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant



domaine public payant

domaine public payant

For copyright law to promote economic efficiency, its principal legal doctrines must, at least 

approximately, maximize the benefits from creating additional works minus both the losses from 

limiting access and the costs of administering copyright protection .

Once it is determined that the incentive benefits of propertizing expressive works exceed the access 

costs, the length of the copyright term—the duration of the property right—becomes a device for 

preventing the copyright owner from being overrewarded 

domaine public payant

domaine public 

payant

Man Booker Prize



domaine public payant ex lege

domain d’état 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant

The Gaucho Martín Fierro



domaine public payant

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant 

i.e. “ a conflict of interest inherent in any 

relationship where one party is expected to act in another's best interests



domaine public payant, 

dirigisme intellectuel

domaine public payant

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant 



domaine public payant 

dirigisme intellectuel

domaine public payant

dominio público 

pagante raison d’être

the economic means for the promotion of national artistic activities (in Spanish, … los medios 

económicos para el fomento a las actividades artísticas nacionales)



To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors 

the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant 



domaine public payant

domaine public payant 

domaine public 

payant 

domaine public payant 

domaine public payant 

domaine 

public payant 

domaine 

public payant



domaine public payant

domaine public payant 

domaine 

public payant 

domaine public 

payant. 

domaine public payant

Bowie Bonds
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domaine public payant 

domaine public payant

domaine public payant 



domaine public payant

Fondo Nacional de las Artes

dominio público pagante

coup

dominio público pagante

domaine public payant



domaine public payant

domaine public payant 

.

domaine public payant 

Fondo Nacional de las Artes National Funds for the Arts

Secretaría de Cultura de la Presidencia 

de la Nación Secretary of Culture of the Nation’s Executive

domaine public 

payant

“…the author's rights that must pay the works fallen in the public domain, which becomes by this law a 

“domain public payant” (“…los derechos de autor que deberán abonar las obras caídas en dominio 

público, el que se convierte por la presente ley, en “dominio público pagante” 

dominio 



público pagante 

dominio público 

pagante

Resolución Nº 15.850/77, T.O. 1978

dominio público pagante Cuerpo Legal sobre Derechos de 

Dominio Público Pagante - Texto Ordenado 1978

National Reorganization Process

Proceso de Reorganización Nacional

dominio público pagante 

right encumbrance derecho gravamen

tax power

no

taxation without representation

dominio público pagante



dominio público pagante

tax power

Corpus

Section 1: Copyright (sic)22 to be paid for the use of works in the public domain, as set 

out in Section 6, paragraph c), of Decree 1224/58 and Section 6 of Decree 6255/58, shall 

be applied according to the following rules:

a) Representation:

1. Theatrical, lyrical, literary and choreographic works, ballets, poetic and oratorical 

recitals transmitted or disseminated publicly in direct form or reproduced by any means, 

known or to be known.

2. Theatrical, lyrical, literary and choreographic works, ballets, poetic and oratorical 

recitals, transmitted or broadcasted by radio, either directly or reproduced by any 

medium, known or unknown.

3. Theatrical, lyrical, literary and choreographic works, ballets, poetic and oratorical 

recitals, transmitted or broadcasted on television, either directly or reproduced by any 

means, known or to be known.

b) Inclusion:

1 Theatrical, musical, cinematographic, literary, lyrical, literary and choreographic 

works, videotaped ballets, films of all kinds including advertising.

corpus



c) Exhibition:

1. Theatrical, musical, literary, lyrical, and choreographic works, ballets in films.

d) Performance:

1. Musical works of any kind performed in public places either directly or reproduced by

any means known or to be known.

2. Musical works of any genre transmitted or broadcasted by radio, either directly or

reproduced by any means known or to be known.

3. Musical works of any genre or transmitted broadcast on television, either directly or

reproduced by any means known or to be known.

e) Reproduction:

1. Theatrical, literary, lyrical, and cinematographic works, ballets and musical,

reproduced in disk, tape, wire, "video-tape", cable or any other system known or to be

known.

2. Architectural and sculptural works made by calque, casting or any other procedure

known or to be known.

f) Publishing:

1. Literary, musical and scientific works.

2. Plates, photographs, slides reproducing paintings, sculptures, drawings and / or

maps.23

Section 2: The rights mentioned above shall apply equally to works by national or foreign 

authors



Corpus

Section 6: The use of works in the public domain exclusively for cultural or educational 

purposes in places with free access to the public where there is no commercial advertising 

of any kind, by direct or indirect means, will be exempted from the payment of fees.  This 

exception includes works in the public domain broadcasted in federal, municipal, 

university or private radio and television stations, in which normally and in a permanent 

basis commercial advertising is broadcasted, either for free or for profit. In all cases the 

requestor must apply for this benefit to the FNA with no less than fifteen days from the 

date in which the repertoire will be broadcasted

Theatrical, lyrical, literary and choreographic works, ballets, poetic and oratorical 

recitals

Live: Same tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

Radio: Same tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

TV: Same tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

Collecting entity: ARGENTORES (Argentine General Society of Authors).



Theatrical, musical, cinematographic, literary, lyrical, literary and choreographic 

works, videotaped ballets, films of all kinds including advertising

Musical part: Same tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

Collecting entity: SADAIC (Argentine Society of Music Authors and 

Composers). 

Literary part: Same tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

Collecting entity: ARGENTORES (Argentine General Society of Authors). 

Theatrical, musical, literary, lyrical and choreographic works, ballets in films.

Tariff: 30% of the tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

Collecting entity: ARGENTORES (Argentine General Society of Authors). 

Musical works of any kind 

In public places (dance music): 5% of the tariff in effect for works in the 

private domain (copyright).

In public places (concerts): Same tariff in effect for works in the private 

domain (copyright).

Radio: 10% of the tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

TV: 10% of the tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

Collecting entity: SADAIC (Argentine Society of Music Authors and 

Composers). 

Other works: 30% of the tariff in effect for works in the private domain 

(copyright).

Collecting entity: ARGENTORES (Argentine General Society of Authors). 

Theatrical, literary, lyrical, cinematographic, musical works and ballets.



Musical part: Same tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

Collecting entity: SADAIC (Argentine Society of Music Authors and

Composers).

Literary part: Same tariff in effect for works in the private domain (copyright).

Collecting entity: ARGENTORES (Argentine General Society of Authors).

Architectural and sculptural works made by calque, casting or any other

procedure known or to be known.

Tariff: 10% of the sale price per work.

Literary, musical and scientific works, plates, photographs, slides reproducing paintings, 

sculptures, drawings and / or maps

Literary, musical and scientific works, plates, photographs, slides

reproducing paintings, sculptures, drawings and/or maps: 1% of the sale

price, per work.

In case the medium is a CD or diskette the minimum is Ar$15024 per work.

For derivative works of works in the paying public domain: 0,80 % of the sale,

price per work.

For derivative works of works in the paying public domain of the genre

childhood literature: 0,50 % of the sale price per work.

Collecting entity: FNA.

dominio público 

pagante

domain 

public payant 



Archive General de la Nación

Revista Legado

Corpus

dominio público 

pagante

Teatro Colón

dominio público pagante

dominio público pagante

dominio público pagante



dominio público pagante



sumario administrativo

dominio público pagante

representation rights

dominio público pagante

Teatro Colón

domaine public payant
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freedom of information laws
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dominio público 

pagante,

Asociación por los Derechos Civiles

acción de amparo,

Marzetti, 

Maximiliano c/ Fondo Nacional de las Artes s/ amparo ley 16.986



Juzgado Contencioso 

Administrativo Federal N° 10

Information requested Information received

a) Uses that require the payment of the tax 

on the dominio público pagante

a) Complied

b) Criteria used to determine the amount 

of the tax

b) Partial compliance

c) Enumeration of the mechanisms used to 

collect the tax

c) Partial compliance

d) Updated tax price list per category of 

use

d) Complied

e) Percentage of the tax on the dominio 

público pagante in the FNA’s total revenue

e) Partial compliance

f) Annual revenue from collecting the tax 

on the dominio público pagante for 2005-

2015 period

f) Partial compliance



g) Destination of the proceeds accrued 

from the tax on the dominio público 

pagante, according to the objectives set 

forth in Art. 2 of Decree-Law No. 1224/58;

g) No compliance

h) Details on how the tax on the dominio 

público pagante effectively reaches 

national authors and artists

h) No compliance

i) Access to the FNA’s accounting 

statements and supporting documents for 

2005-2015 period

i) No compliance

j) A list of debtors that failed to pay the tax 

on the dominio público pagante and a list 

of the lawsuits filed against debtors (not 

affected by the statute of limitations)

j) Complied

k) List of the external lawyers entrusted 

with the prosecution of debtors as well as 

selection criteria for outside counsel

k) No compliance.

l) A list of all grants, loans and subsidies 

given by the FNA to national authors and 

artists during the 2005-2015 period, 

amounts and repayment score (if 

applicable)

l) No compliance



m) Criteria for allocating grants, loans 

and subsidies to beneficiaries

m) No compliance

n) Total number of employees,  payroll and 

salaries paid to FNA’s staff

n) No compliance

o) List of all collecting societies that 

collect the tax on the dominio público 

pagante, how are they monitored and 

compensated

o) Partial compliance

p) Any corrective measures (if any) taken 

after Decision No. 227/201028 by the 

General Audit Office

p) Partial compliance



Annual Balance Sheets Statement 

of Changes in Net Worth Statement of Resources and Current Expenditures

Statement of Cash Flows

Statement of Resources 

and Current Expenditures Estado de Recursos y Gastos Corrientes

Statement of Resources and Current Expenditures

resources

expenditures



Uruguayan Copyright 

Council

rights obligations expenditures



fees rights

Fees tasas

Rights derechos

dominio público pagante

dominio público pagante rights copyrights

rights



Tax Revenue 

Fees - Non Tax Revenue 

Rights Non Tax Revenue .

1. Transfers to the private sector (Transferencias al sector privado, 6.1.5.1) 

2. Contributions granted (Contribuciones otorgadas, 6.1.6.1) 

Contributions to the Central 

Administration (Contribuciones a la Administración Central)

3. Consumables (Bienes de consumo, 6.1.1.2)



transfers to the private sector



$33.031.989

expenditures

transfers to the private sector) 



expenditures

salaries

transfers







Bein Index



TOTAL REVENUE Ar$75.544.327,16

Rights (PPD) Ar$51.881.662,51

TOTAL EXPENDITURES Ar$ 45.681.128,27

Operative costs Ar$ 37.863.199,31

o Of which salaries Ar$ 24.947.755,13

Transfers to the private sector Ar$$ 7.799.361,25

The operating costs of the FNA represents more than 50% of the total revenue 

and almost 73% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime 

tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent 33% of the total revenue 

and more than 62% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent 10% of the FNA total revenue and 15% of the revenue from 

the paying public domain regime tax.

TOTAL REVENUE Ar$56.961.993,95

Rights (PPD) Ar$39.964.625,89

TOTAL EXPENDITURES Ar$ 33.031.989,33

Operative costs Ar$ 27.831.235,35

o Of which salaries Ar$ 19.455.084,70

Transfers to the private sector Ar$$ 5.143.913,98



The operating costs of the FNA represents almost 50% of the total revenue and 

more than 69% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime 

tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent 34% of the total revenue 

and more than 42% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent 9% of the FNA total revenue and almost 13% of the revenue 

from the paying public domain regime tax.

TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$ 36.900.836,07

Rights (PPD) Ar$ 23.377.960,00

TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 25.638.045,51

Operative costs Ar$ 19.757.187,50

o Of which salaries Ar$ 13.286.735,65

Transfers to the private sector Ar$ 4.789.845,01

The operating costs of the FNA represents more than 53% of the total revenue 

and more than 84% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime 

tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent almost 13% of the FNA total revenue and more than 20% of 

the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.



TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$ 25.046.424,66

Rights (PPD) Ar$ 17.563.240,61

TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 20.331.387,01

Operative costs Ar$ 15.838.635,51

o Of which salaries Ar$ 10.129.079,81

Transfers to the private sector Ar$ 4.399.501,00

The operating costs of the FNA represents almost 63% of the total revenue and 

more than 90% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime 

tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent 40% of the total revenue 

and more than 57% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent more than 17% of the FNA total revenue and almost 25% of 

the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.

TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$22.850.485,43

Rights (PPD) Ar$17.121.918,80

TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 16.768.827,78 

Operative costs Ar$13.247.461,65



o Of which salaries Ar$ 8.410.351,65

Transfers to the private sector Ar$3.006.460,00

The operating costs of the FNA represents almost 58% of the total revenue and more than 

77% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent 39% of the total revenue and 49% 

of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent more than 13% of the FNA total revenue and more than 17% of the 

revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.

TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$15.942.949,61

Rights (PPD) Ar$12.976.839,27

TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 13.444.018,86

Operative costs Ar$ 10.230.942,85

o Of which salaries Ar$ 6.078.336,08

Transfers to the private sector Ar$ 2.854.900,00

The operating costs of the FNA represents 64% of the total revenue and more than 

79% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent 38% of the total revenue 

and almost 47% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.



The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent almost 18% of the FNA total revenue and 22% of the revenue 

from the paying public domain regime tax.

TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$13.561.138,25

Rights (PPD) Ar$10.950.320,87

TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 11.768.485,53

Operative Costs Ar$ 8.447.014,98

o Of which salaries Ar$ 4.762.331,51

Transfers to the private sector Ar$3.185.558,00

The operating costs of the FNA represents 62% of the total revenue and more than 

77% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff more than 23% of the total revenue 

and more than 43% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent almost 18% of the FNA total revenue and 29% of the revenue 

from the paying public domain regime tax.

TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$ 12.086.013,92

Rights (PPD) Ar$ 10.288.230,80



TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 9.322.405,53

Operative costs Ar$ 6.641.318,78

o Of which salaries Ar$ 3.467.116,91

Transfers to the private sector Ar$ 2.476.064,98

The operating costs of the FNA represents almost 55% of the total revenue and 

more than 64% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime 

tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent 20% of the total revenue 

and more than 24% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent more than 20% of the FNA total revenue and more than 26% 

of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax

TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$ 10.834.318,25

Rights (PPD) Ar$ 8.737.895,09

TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 8.049.701,00

Operative costs Ar$ 4.497.809,79

o Of which salaries Ar$ 2.491.786,41

Transfers to the private sector Ar$ 2.551.647,00

The operating costs of the FNA represents more than 41% of the total revenue 

and more than 51% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain 

regime tax.



The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent almost 23% of the total 

revenue and more than 28% of the revenue from the paying public domain 

regime tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans 

and subsidies) represent more than 23% of the FNA total revenue and more 

than 29% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax

TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$ 9.598.934,29

Rights (PPD) Ar$ 6.632.077,06

TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 6.562.496,71

Operative costs Ar$ 3.937.082,71

o Of which salaries Ar$ 1.874.789,71

Transfers to the private sector Ar$ 2.006.183,00

The operating costs of the FNA represents more than 41% of the total revenue 

and more than 51% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime 

tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent almost 21% of the total 

revenue and more than 28% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime 

tax.

The resources transferred to authors and artists (in the form of grants, loans and 

subsidies) represent more than 23% of the FNA total revenue and more than 29% 

of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.



TOTAL RESOURCES Ar$ 7.337.764,51

Rights (PPD) Ar$ 5.841.506,44

TOTAL COSTS Ar$ 5.740.288,00

Operative costs Ar$ 2.610.305,16

o Of which salaries Ar$ 1.287.372,84

Transfers to the private sector Ar$ 1.308.864,87

The operating costs of the FNA represents more than 35% of the total revenue 

and more than 44% of the revenue obtained from the paying public domain regime 

tax.

The resources spent in salaries to FNA staff represent 15% of the total revenue 

and more than 22% of the revenue from the paying public domain regime tax.   
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Corrientes

dominio público pagante Teatro Colón

Teatro Colón
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educated bloodhounds sabuesos cultos
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Silent Night
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nomen iuris

not commercial

in voce artistic quality

ad hoc



dirigisme intellectuel?

bloodhounds

orphan works

publishing rights

dominio público pagante

Consumer Price Index National Institute of Statistics 

and Censuses of Argentina
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creative industries

Observatory of Cultural Industries









What economic significance has the PPD in your budget?

Have you ever decided not to publish or perform a work because of the cost of the PPD 

tax?

What is the economic significance of the PPD in your 

budget?
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cui prodest?



Public choice has been defined as the application of economics to the study of politics

domaine public payant
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The bureaucrat [omissis] is in a peculiar position: he is both employer and employee. 

And his pecuniary interest as an employee towers above his interest as employer, as he 

gets much more from the public funds than he contributes to them. This double 

relationship becomes more important as the people on the government's payroll increase. 

The bureaucrat as voter is more eager to get a raise than to keep the budget

budget-maximizing model

tenure
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dominio público pagante

“path dependence means that where we go next depends not only on where we are now, but also 

upon where we have been. History matters” .

status quo



“The direction of change is determined by path dependence.  The political and economic organizations 

that have come into existence in consequence of the institutional matrix typically have a stake in 

perpetuating the existing framework”

European Database Right

sui generis

a) To harmonize divergent norms across Member States, in particular the different scope of protection of 

databases under English copyright and continental droit d’auteur. The threshold of originality was lower 

under English copyright, where the sweat of the brow doctrine (i.e. effort or investment) was sufficient to 

qualify for copyright protection. In contrast, no analogous doctrine existed in continental droit d’auteur.

b) To encourage creation and investment in databases to favour the development of a European database 

market. 

c) To balance the interests of manufacturers and users of databases.

d) To obtain a competitive advantage over U.S. database manufacturers.

original

there has been quantitatively 



and/or qualitatively a substantial investment in either the obtaining, verification or 

presentation of the contents to prevent extraction and/or reutilisation of the whole or of 

a substantial part

a) The Directive failed to harmonize divergent norms across Member States. Member States’ case law 

created uncertainty in relation to key concepts such as substantial investment, spin-off databases and deep 

linking.  Moreover, the European Court of Justice limited the scope of application to databases that have 

used substantial resources for the obtaining of data. Thus, resources invested for the creation of data do 

not qualify for protection under the database sui generis right (Cases C-46/02 Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. 

Oy Veikkaus Ab; C-203/02 The British Horseracing Board Ltd and Others v. William Hill Organisation 

Ltd; C-338/02 Fixtures Marketing Limited v. AB Svenska Spel; and C-444/02 Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. 

Organismos prognostikon agonon podosfairou AE -“OPAP”).

b) The Directive failed to encourage creation and investment in databases and to develop a European 

database market. According to the Report empirical evidence suggests “not proven impact on the 

production of databases.” In 1998, there were 3092 European databases registered at the GDD. In 2004, 

only 2095. 

c) The Directive failed to balance the interests of manufacturers and users of databases.

The Report expressed confusion among users about the scope of database rights, particularly in the 

academic and scientific communities, which negatively affects research and development. In addition it 

highlights the risk of information lockup, particularly in the case of single source databases, i.e. those 

where the database maker and proprietor of the underlying data is the same entity. 

d) The Directive failed obtain a competitive advantage over U.S. database manufacturers.

the economic gap with the US has not been reduced

Gale Directory of Databases
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define an agency relationship as a contract under which one or more persons (the 

principal(s)) engage another person (the agent) to perform some service on their behalf 

which involves delegating some decision making authority to the agent. If both parties to 



the relationship are utility maximizers, there is good reason to believe that the agent will 

not always act in the best interests of the principal

moral hazard
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Index of Economic Freedom

Argentina’s economic freedom score is 52.3, making its economy the 144th freest in the 2018 Index. Its 

overall score has increased by 1.9 points, led by improvements in the indicators for judicial effectiveness, 

tax burden, and government spending. Argentina is ranked 26th among 32 countries in the Americas region, 

and its overall score remains below the regional and world averages
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domaine public payant free public domain

There is no legal or practical reason that would prevent a transition from the current 

system into a truly open public domain. For instance, Chile switched in 1992 from a 

paying public domain regime for folklore to a public domain proper, and there have been 

no reports of adverse effects on the vitality of Chilean folklore music. This article 

therefore argues that countries that currently codify paying public domains should 

consider their removal
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Policy Paper #4: A Positive Agenda for the Public Domain

Nirvana fallacy,



An entitlement is protected by a property rule to the extent that someone who wishes to remove the 

entitlement from its holder must buy it from him in a voluntary transaction in which the value of the 

entitlement is agreed upon by the seller

“Whenever someone may destroy the initial entitlement if he is willing to pay an objectively determined 

value for it, an entitlement is protected by a liability rule. This value may be what it is thought the original 

holder of the entitlement would have sold it for”

corpus mysticum

corpus mechanicus

ius excludendi omnes alios

compensatory liability regime

compensatory liability regime, 
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